
Kepler (1571-1630)

His Major Publications:

1596: Mysterium Cosmographicum

1606: De Stella Nova

1609: Astronomia nova

1611: Dioptrice (Optics) and

Somnium (his science fiction story)

1619: Harmonices mundi (music

and astronomy)

Claudius Ptolemy of Alexandria c.100-

c.175. Major works:

Harmonics (music theory and

astronomical applications) Extremely

influential.  Especially for Kepler.

Almagest (pure astronomy) Most

influential astronomical text of

premodern times.

Tetrabiblos (astrology) One of  the most

well known books of the Middle Ages.

Optics

Geography



Kepler’s 3 Laws of Planetary Motion

1st: (Actually found 2nd)  Elliptical Orbits with sun

at the center of one of the foci.  This is written up in

Astronomia nova, published in 1609.

2nd: (Actually found 1st) A line from a planet to the

sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times.  Also

from Astronomia nova, published in 1609.

3rd: The square of the period is proportional to the

cube of the distance.  This was written up in

Harmonices mundi, published in 1619.



How to use this 3rd Law.

Define the period of the earth as 1 year, just like we do already,

and define the mean distance of the center of the earth from the

center of the sun as 1 au  (astronomical unit), again, like we do

already.

Mars is about 1.5 AU from the sun.  Solve for the period, T, of

Mars.
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TM = 3.375 =1.84years

This is approximately correct.  (I used an

approximate value for the distance).
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Lest we forget… the whole point was to figure out the harmony of

the universe.

Play Ruff.  Starts with Mercury and then goes outward.



An Imperial Eagle drops coins from

his beak.  Perhaps that is Geometry in

the foreground on the right?

The Rudolphine Tables - 1627

Tycho’s masterpiece of observation

published and compiled by Kepler.



The seven women on top?

The sun and the six planets?

The seven liberal arts?

The seven notes in the diatonic scale?

The seven virtues?

The seven days of creation?

I’m sure someone has figured this out.



ARISTARCHUS [OF SAMOS]

HIPPARCHUS

PTOLEMY

???MET???

These ancients all get Doric

Columns without any facing.

Notice the square columns in the

background.  These are not

identified.  I presume they are

super primitive.



Copernicus and Tycho get front and center possitions and

nice, well faced columns.  The lavish Tycho gets a

corinthian capital.  I’m not sure who that is in the

background measuring some aspect in the sky.  Notice the

angular rays coming from his eyes.  A Babylonian?



Tycho’s Island,

 Hveen.



Appears to be a printing press.



The texts mentioned

are Mysterium

cosmographicum,

Astronomia nova,

Dioptrice,

Commentary on the

orbit of Mars, and

Epitome Astronomiae

Copernicanae.  No

mention of

Harmonices mundi, the

one that we moderns

tend to revere above all

others.

Kepler himself, working away, designing the edifice of astronomy.



Map of the world from the Rudolphine Tables.


